
 
 

Fiction x 2: Crime 

 
 

 

TRAINING 
A boy on a bike, a girl’s anxious face in a 

window, and sudden desperate danger. 

THE 

DRIVER 
Mr. Deighton’s chauffeur Sam is 
taking him on a routine business 

trip, or so Mr. Deighton thinks. 

 



 
 

 

Ray Deighton is walking out of Deighton House towards the waiting limo at six 

twenty on a pleasant September evening, almost balmy but for an insistent, nippy 

little breeze, and at exactly the same moment, two people who are about to have a 

significant role in his life are going about their business with impressive concentration 

and professionalism. One of them he knows, if rather vaguely; the other he has never 

seen before.  

 

The boy who is just about within his acquaintance is the son of his waiting chauffeur, 

Sam Oakes. Gareth Oakes is no longer a boy either physically or mentally, though 

both his father and Ray persist in thinking of him as such. Gareth is deemed as 

nerdish by the world in general and his ex-wrestler and bodyguard father in particular. 

He does, admittedly, look   nerdish for most of the time, with his thin pale face, bird 

nesty hair and spectacles, though the Gareth his parents rarely see tends to switch to 

contact lenses, put on a suit, smooth down the hair and hit the clubs as Gary.  Sam 

gave up some time ago on his son amounting to anything with much value or currency 

in his world, and Gareth’s decision to go to university was not resisted.  He is now 

well on course for an IT degree, which he doubts will impress his father, but he has 

more or less come to accept his father’s indifference and his mother’s supine 

acceptance of the family’s domination by Sam.  University has also given him the 

independence of his own student room.  Whatever Mr. and Mrs. Oakes might think, in 

uni circles Gareth is seen as a bit of an IT whiz kid, and, more exclusively to his 

fellow students, as a hacker diva.  

 

Gareth is investigating what his dad does for a living, because he doesn’t believe that 

anyone can live as well as his father and just be a chauffeur.  He tells himself this is 

nothing to do with vindictiveness or revenge for the contempt shown towards his 

sporting ineptitude and his inadequate grasp on Sam’s so-called ‘real world’; it is 

more about the ability to provide some kind of protection and escape for this mother 

if, as he strongly suspects, his father has criminal connections. ‘Business’ seems to be 

enough for his mother Carol as a source of the long, foreign holidays, the big car, the 

expensive malt whiskies, the beautifully appointed detached place in one of the 

priciest parts of London. But as Sam has been as thick as thieves with Ray Deighton 

for so long, Deighton of the thin and locally disbelieved respectable businessman 

veneer, Gareth suspects that his mother one day find herself facing a situation of 

being an accessory to a whole catalogue of serious offences with no realistic way of 

extricating herself.  He’s already found some huge cheques in Sam’s account and is 

working on tracking down who paid them and what for. All those hours in his room at  
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home, finding his feet with the computers which so bored and repelled his parents, 

might finally come to fruition, he thinks, if he can rescue one of them from the other. 

 

Also at six twenty, along the coast near Brighton, Professor Elaine Forbes OBE 

prepares for a night research session.  Elaine has made her name in scientific circles 

by her careful studies of coastal issues such as erosion, bird habitats and nocturnal 

wild life.  Day time activity along a tourist coast has always been difficult to 

impossible, but now, in her late forties, dragging herself and the equipment out as 

darkness gathers isn’t as easy as it once was, so she permits herself the luxury of a 

helping hand, usually in the form of Ph D student Dan Bellini, half Italian, young,  

dark and very attractive, if apparently totally oblivious to the fact.  Elaine appreciates 

his good looks in a detached, spectatorish kind of way; she has a son about Dan’s age, 

and is still happily married to a fellow don, Jim Forbes, though they sometimes feel 

they are passing ships in the night because of very different work commitments. It’s 

Dan’s efficiency and felicity in driving and heaving heavy equipment about which is 

his particular attraction for her, though Dan is learning the business and can now 

sometimes offer an interesting idea or two.  Though romance in any sexual sense is 

not regarded as essentially feasible by either of them, there is a companionship and 

ease about nature and the night which they both enjoy. 

 

 

Ray Deighton nods at Sam and gets into the limo, which sets off southwards. Ray 

doesn’t  care for messing about for hours in airports or bouncing up and down on 

boats; he’s going to Paris, where business is currently strong, in the special comfort of 

the limo.   

 

For a while, silence reigns; Ray and Sam go way back and don’t bother with small 

talk now, not that they ever did, much. The Deighton empire, whatever its retail and 

trading front, is mostly about drugs and porn, the clean magazines and 

pharmaceuticals providing the landscaped topping for the murk beneath. Ray is the 

brains and Sam the muscle, though Sam is clued up enough to know how invaluable 

he has been in the empire’s rise and rise.  Though memories of different ways still 

sometimes niggle at him, usually in the night, Sam has become a man with no known 

moral compass; he has discreetly ‘wasted’, as he calls it, a succession of gold diggers 

and ambitious ‘businessmen’ trying to muscle in on lucrative Deighton territories. 

Opportunist girls and boys threatening to go public with alleged trafficking and being 

forced into dirty videos and mags have been unsubtly encouraged to behave more 

properly, or similarly eliminated if foolish enough to remain adamant.  Sam is more 

than standard gorilla muscle, though he himself doubts whether Ray Deighton realises 

it; Sam is intelligent in his own zone, ruthless and highly sophisticated in his 

knowledge of both chemical and conventional weaponry. Sentimental fool as he 

sometimes accuses himself of being, dispatching people quietly with appropriate 

substances has come to be preferable than the abject begging, the messiness, the blood 

and bone of bullet methods.  

 

He prides himself on true professionalism, and part of it is the thorough separation of 

business from home and family. The hopelessness and unworldliness of his meek wife 

and geeky son, as he sees them, means they have to remain firmly outside his theatre 
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of operations.  Sam, as Ray knows very well, is the kind of operator every truly 

successful street entrepreneur needs in his armoury, though what Ray doesn’t know 

quite so well is the toll the years have taken on Sam’s always tenuous notions of 

loyalty. Ray is content that Sam is now so compromised and steeped in blood that he 

can only be a Deighton man forever, but Ray, meticulous as he generally is in 

business affairs, has a few blind points when it comes to the psychology of his fellow 

men, and can come to certain facile assumptions without bothering himself about 

thinking them all the way through. 

 

Ray is never able to fully relax until the limo is out of London; even with his main 

man Sam in the driving seat, things can and do happen on London streets, and he 

retains a smattering of theoretically undefeated enemies in the city, undefeated only in  

so far as they are still alive. There are also the casual irritants of London life, 

sometimes exasperating and time-consuming; he doesn’t need cyclists wrapped 

around his headlights, toerags washing his windscreen or small-time operators trying 

it on as soon as they see a big car.  

 

‘We got the usual in the cabinet, Sam?  The special malt?’ 

 

‘Oh, yes, boss. Wouldn’t take you out without the right stuff. Take a look’. 

 

 
 

 

Ray presses a button on his studded silver remote, and the cabinet door slides open 

with a sleepy whoosh, its contents appearing in a blaze of red, gold and yellow.  

Thirty year old malt whisky in a cut glass decanter, crystal glasses and mineral water, 

all set on their velvet bed; faultless, as ever, showing the kind of accompanying style 

which alleviates the cares of the daily slog.  Ray sighs contentedly and nods at Sam in 

the car mirror.  Sam nods reassurance back, along with the slightly lip parted grimace 

which is the best his face has been able to do for some time in the smiling business, 

but as he sees Ray taking his first few sips, Sam’s eyes linger and harden, with a 

momentary gleam of rare and very naked emotion. For some reason, Sam at this 

moment is remembering his father. It is a long time since he has felt any kind of need 

for excuses, but the old man’s brutality, the beatings, the shutting away in cupboards, 

the drunken activities which became so unspeakable that Sam has never spoken of 

them; I am what I am, a deep-seated, almost buried whisper speaks briefly inside him, 

because of the need not to react, not to show pain, humiliation, anger. I am available 

to the highest bidder because I trust and care for no-one, no-one at all, with one and  
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perhaps, at a stretch, two exceptions. This is the way I am because this is the way I 

have had to be, the only truly safe and sensible way. 

 

At six fifty five, Gareth finds payments made by a complex succession of transfers 

across several online accounts which all finish in his father’s offshore reserve and 

amount to a total of forty thousand pounds, with the only other details apart from 

numbers being MMI and the abbreviated name M’ham.  It is the kind of clue whose 

apparent meaninglessness is too much of an invitation, and it does, in any case, touch 

like a sounded note on something unforgotten, if temporarily closed off. 

 

 

At seven five, Elaine and Dan arrive at their favourite vantage point, looking down 

over a whole swathe of cliffs, with a generous spread of beach below and land behind.  

They are expert enough to have their powerful infra-red cameras, so quick and 

zoomable that every tiny detail canbe watched quite clearly without bright lights 

scaring creatures away, set up within minutes. They have visual and sound apparatus 

which can measure waves’ impact on cliffs and calculate the amounts of solid taken 

into the water, as well as cameras to observe the gulls, their few would be land 

predators, and the occasional and sometimes quite startling visitors to the shore. They 

eventually sit comfortably back in the van, where their monitors will alert them both 

aurally and visually to anything of significance. Elaine loves these fascinating nights 

on the coast, especially in a properly heated car with flasks to hand and the 

instruments recording, or Dan noticing, if she should ever happen to nod off. 

 

Twelve minutes past seven, and Ray’s head is nodding, which surprises him, because 

he’s not in the habit of dropping off like an old geezer, especially in working hours. 

Snoozing is a luxury he can’t afford in these troubled times. Business can be easier 

when you’re small enough not to be noticed too much; when your empire starts 

getting big enough for even bigger empires to notice, some of them start feeling jittery 

and thinking the only way of heading you off at the pass is to gobble your action up 

into theirs. Ray is determined to stay sharp enough to ensure that none of them will 

succeed without it costing them lots and lots of money. 

 

Now, the effects he’s experiencing bring to mind his knowledge of certain substances 

he’s has been familiar with in the past, though not as familiar as chauffeur Sam.  

 

‘Sam, you old bastard.  This malt tastes a bit as if you’ve laced it. Have you done me 

up, Sam, old son?’ 

 

He expects a hard-eyed, monosyllabic denial; Sam took this stuff seriously. It was fun 

to wind Sam up sometimes. 

 

‘Yes, sir, I have’, Sam says. 

 

Ray attempts to jerk his head upwards to look into the guy’s eyes and stare him down, 

but his head won’t rise, however hard he tries. 
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‘What in the hell for?’ his fading voice gets out. The mists are gathering in front of his 

eyes; how crazy it is to feel an insane, murderous madness rising within him and 

know it is irrelevant, controlled, totally impotent.  

 

‘I thought you needed a rest, Mr. Deighton. The longest rest of all’. 

 

Sam finds himself making the longest speech he has made for years, and the fact that 

the breathing from the back seat indicates clearly enough that he is rapidly losing his 

audience seems to enhance rather than diminish his pleasure in the moment. 

 

 ‘You see, if you set yourself up as the big beast in the jungle, Ray, boss man, you’ve 

got to be sure you’re big enough and clever enough not to let an even bigger beast 

come along and grab all your goodies. And if you take the risk of having jackals like 

me on your payroll, who don’t and never have given much of a shit who they work for 

as long as the goodies are really good, the jungle will turn out to be too much for you 

after all, Mr. Deighton, sir.  Some very big, very mean guys want Deighton, they want 

it very much indeed, but not at your price and not with you on the payroll.  Live by 

the sword, big man, die by the sword’. 

 

 

Seven thirty, and Gareth looks even paler and more nerdish than ever.  With more 

creative delving and memory prodding, the connection has been placed – Mayer 

McKinnon International, who were moving steadily into the magazine and video 

business under their dynamic young C.E. James Markham, and were being considered  

as a possible takeover target for Deighton Inc.   

 

 
 

Then James, known to be as keen on supercars as he was hostile to takeover notions, 

died on the M1 early one December morning. Dark rumours circulated about the car 

being interfered with, but the car was too much of a write off to find out and there was 

no-one with the nerve to sue.  MMI; M’ham.  MMI’s shares plunge; Deighton snap 

them up for next to nothing. After four more big payment connections and a bit of 

prodding, poking and googling, Gareth is clutching his desk with one sweaty hand 

and drumming his fingers up and down with the other.  OMG, OMG, OMG. Daddy is 

a hit man. 
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Eight five, and a long, low limo moves across the grass on top of the cliffs near the 

southern coast, with muted lights and a near noiseless engine. Ray Deighton is 

collapsed along the back seat, snoring heavily. Sam the model professional has 

already checked out the terrain thoroughly, and he drives carefully to the top of a 

slope about fifty yards from the cliff edge and stops the car. 

 

Dan has been watching what he thinks is a couple of dolphins moving down the coast 

in the sea to the left of screen, though even the zoom will not give him enough 

definition for confirmation, when some bizarre black thing enters the screen bottom 

right.  For a moment,  all the local rumours about wild beasts wandering about have 

popped themselves into his head yet again, then he zooms and sees a car, and a big 

one, though difficult to credit in this time and place. He nudges Elaine, but she’s 

already picked up on it, her eyes saucer-wide now. 

 

‘Shall I go down and investigate?’  

 

‘No’, Elaine says, very firmly.  This isn’t the first time bizarre human things have 

happened on the coast in the night, and she remains determined that most of them 

need leaving well alone. ‘Let’s just watch’, she says, more equably – Dan is a 

sensitive boy – ‘until we have a little bit more to go on’.  

 

The remaining car lights alone are enough to show the chauffeur getting out of the 

car; at zoomed quarters, he is a tall, lean, uniformed figure, fit and broad-shouldered.  

He starts  taking his clothes off, quickly and unceremoniously, chucking each 

discarded item back into the car.  It is soon clear that he intends to strip completely; 

Elaine, with an effort which makes Dan smile faintly, decides this is way out of her 

comfort zone.  

 

‘You stick with it, Dan, if you can. I’m getting more information than I want here’.  

 

When naked, Sam moves to the back of the car and opens the boot.  He takes out 

some emphatically non-uniform casual clothes and puts them on; Elaine zooms back 

in. He also takes out a shapeless piece of machinery and puts it down on the ground. 

He returns to the car door. 

 

Even now, these final moments, the actual pull of the trigger, even if the trigger  

happens to be a tablet or a lethal phial, can wake a scream in Sam, a little inside noise  

so suppressed and swallowed as to be almost inaudible, but the same kind of thing 

which would once bubble more readily to the surface as he watched his father taking 

off his belt or heard the uneven clump of his late night feet mounting the stairs.  He 

snaps it away as he learned to snap it away as a boy, until the day came when he was 

too big and vicious for the old man to handle and he made a sorry mess of the bastard 

before leaving the house for good.  The grapevine talked about two months in hospital 

and he knew that was the end of that, as he knew he would never allow anything like 

it to ever happen to him again. He reaches in to the car, releases the handbrake and 

backs rapidly away in one complete and perfectly co-ordinated sequence of 

movements.  The car lurches and edges forward, accelerating in an increasing shudder 

and clatter of noise until it plunges over the edge of the cliffs.  
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‘God Almighty’, says Elaine. ‘There was someone else in that car apart from him’. 

 

‘Hell. We should go down, Elaine’.  

 

‘And do what?  I’ll phone the Coastguard. Everything’s recorded; if we want him to 

pay for what he’s just done, that’s the most certain way we can make sure of it’.  

 

 

Sam returns to his pile of machinery. As ever, there is nothing but numbness and a 

dull ache in the guts, as if an aftermath of vomiting.  Within about thirty seconds, the 

nebulous bits have become a small serviceable motor bike, with a few useful objects, 

money, torch, pistol etc., safely contained in its little bag as checked by Sam. Its light 

comes on and he toots away on it like a mildly eccentric tourist.  

 

The watchers remain stunned to silence for some seconds, as the tiny vehicle moves 

fortunately in the opposite direction from the darkened van, though Elaine leaves the 

van door firmly locked; the pistol wasn’t big enough to be that obvious, but they both 

have suspicions. Dan makes an incoherent noise with his tongue, vague enough, but 

Elaine knows exactly what he means. As the bike disappears into the distance, they 

both feel that the achievement of such a level of cold-blooded inhumanity is blood-

freezing enough to be almost impressive. 

 

 

Quarter past eight, and the wet on his face has not stopped Gareth from exercising his 

special and highly developed skills.  Hacked into a police computer, he is giving them 

dates, times, financial receipts, newspaper reports, photographs of Sam and even his 

mother’s own separate bank accounts to demonstrate her total non-complicity, though 

his love for her is familiarly and even more painfully than usual mixed up with 

frustration at her naivety, her innate submission, her utter determination to believe 

that everything is of the best in the best of all possible worlds. The futile flow down 

his cheeks goes on and on, but he ignores it completely except when it blurs his 

vision, then he allows a single hand to leave the computer for a gesture just long 

enough to wipe his blindness away.  

 

Ten past nine, and Sam is well on the way to the nearest airport, while forcing a 

concentration on the comforting prospect of a decent hotel with dinner and wine to  
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match, when lights appear ahead.  At first, he thinks they are to the side of the road, 

perhaps dealing with an accident or a tree fall, but he realises as he gets closer that 

they are actually in the road.  Here, miles out in the sticks, for no good or apparent 

reason, a police road block has suddenly appeared in his way. There is only one 

answer, but there is a whole unanswerable mountain of questions. 

 

Sam stops the bike and edges slowly off the road, thinking whether to get the cash 

from the bag and attempt to run off into the fields bordering the road.  As tends to 

happen in his rare moments of indecision, he finds he is talking aloud to himself. 

 

‘So who’s taking the blame?  Me, one man? You lot?  Why don’t you stop them, the 

Ray Deightons, the scum who pay my wages, who’d see me cut up one sawed-off bit 

at a time if they ever thought I’d crossed them? Who’s going to look after me in the 

nick when they start worrying about what I might be saying? You lot?’ 

 

He becomes conscious of an accelerating buzz behind him, like the approach of an 

enormous, vengeful insect, and he turns just in time to see a very big, very lit up 

helicopter hovering no more than thirty feet above him.  For some reason, the copter’s 

big windows look ridiculously like a pair of spectacles, a shape of glasses which 

remind him dimly of someone.  As a car begins to detach itself from the road block 

and move towards him, his face freezes and he places whose glasses they are.  

 

‘Bastards outside and in’, he mutters. ‘Hell’s teeth. Go after the real guys for once.  

I’m only the bloody driver’.  

 

It is still the coast road, and the cliffs are a few hundred yards away on his right.  He 

swings the bike off the road and accelerates it towards the cliff edge, as the mounting 

crash of waves sounds in his head like rushing blood. 

 

As man and bike plunge into the darkness, an irritated voice sounds against the clatter 

of the helicopter rotors.  

 

‘Bloody hell. That means there’ll have to be an inquest now’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Sam couldn’t help it. He raised himself right up on the bike, holding it immobile by 

pedal control, and had a good look over the high wall and into the house. 

 

He knew he was breaking two rules, one of his own and one of his coach’s.  He 

normally didn’t look over people’s walls, when he was high on the bike doing his 

training circuit; it could be distracting and in any case, it was peeping tommish, stuff 

for men in dirty raincoats.  It wasn’t easy, sometimes; the previous summer had 

brought out occasional nude sunbathing girls, and Sam had only just forced his eyes 

away. 

 

Buster Matheson, his coach, with whom no-one of any sense disagreed, made it a rule 

of thumb that stopping and resting during training circuits was a ‘big fat no-no, guys, 

for everything except pile-ups or effing traffic lights, otherwise what’s the effing 

point?’ 

 

Buster did eff more than was really necessary, Sam felt, though he wasn’t about to tell 

him so. If Buster could see him now, rubber necking right over someone’s private 

wall, he would be effing every other word. But Sam could no longer stop himself. 

 

Something very odd was going on in this house.  In one of the ground floor rooms, 

with a big sash window half covered by a net curtain, a girl lived.  Lived, quite 

literally. She was always there, always, and Sam did a training run morning and 

evening at this time in the season.  And she was often not alone. And she was very 

unhappy indeed. 

 

One morning he had almost gone straight into the back of a parked car.  Her face was 

pressed up against the window, a girl of about his own age, seventeen, with big, 

strange grey eyes, misty and full of fear, and a face unnaturally pale, as if drained of 

blood. He had forced his eyes away again, but not before seeing her pulled roughly 

away from the window. 

 

On another occasion something violent was happening in there; he couldn’t see what, 

but he could hear well enough, and one of the noises, reverberating briefly around his 

ears and remaining with him for hours afterwards like an accusation, was a short, 

high-pitched and rapidly arrested screech.  

 

TRAINING 
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And just a few days ago, she was sitting on the end of a bed, with her head in her 

hands, in such a picture of total wretchedness that Sam felt his own eyes beginning to 

water. 

 

Sam knew the rumours about Boundary House, as it was known locally, though the 

name plate at the end of its short drive had long since disappeared. Once the home of 

the store-owning Latham family, it was on the very edge of the town, hence its name.  

It stayed with the Lathams until Roderick Latham, unhinged by his war experiences, 

gambled most of his money away and had to sell the place. Since then, it had 

disappeared so thoroughly into anonymous commercial ownership that no-one now 

seemed to know exactly who owned it or who lived there. Such a void of ignorance 

invited a filling of dark myths, and one or two doing the rounds about Boundary 

House were very dark indeed. 

 

Sam had stopped because he thought he’d seen the girl moving about, but nothing was 

happening now, and he was about to move off, when that face appeared again, this 

time looking straight in his direction. She signalled with her eyes to the bottom of the 

window and started attempting to pull it up. She stopped and gestured towards it with 

both hands in a way which was totally unambiguous, an appeal for help verging on 

total desperation. 

 

Sam the cautious, Sam the don’t get involved, pleaded piteously, but Sam the what-

the-hell’s blood was up and he edged across to the wall until he could leap for the top 

of it and let his bike clatter down beneath him.  Buster effed loudly in both his ears, 

but Buster would have to whistle, for once.  

 

 
 

 

On the other side of the wall, he dropped down neatly – falling off without damage 

was also part of the training – and started moving towards the window. Her face, he 

saw, had suddenly lit up; the smile entering the grey eyes turned them startlingly from 

mournful to beautiful in one easy movement.  All was going well until a very large 

man, half shaved and tattooed around his bull neck, appeared behind the girl and 

threw her, quite literally, away from the window. Then he moved rapidly away and, in 

the time it took Sam to think things over, emerged from the front door and started 

running in Sam’s direction. 
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Sam started back towards the wall. The girl’s situation was clear enough; his main job 

now was to get to someone who could do something about it.  He murmured 

something under his breath, a sotto voce little eff of his own, and made a prodigious 

leap for the top of the wall.  His fingers clutched precariously on, and he hauled 

himself on to the top to see another large man gazing thoughtfully down at the bike. 

 

With one thug approaching from the garden and the other now controlling his bike, 

Sam felt suddenly wildly angry; this was just a routine evening training run; this had 

no call being everybody get Sam time.  He swung a foot wildly at the man standing 

below the wall, and connected well; as the guy staggered back, Sam leapt nimbly 

down. His strategy, such as it was, consisted of riding his bike to the nearest police 

station, but that became impossible when the man chasing him from the garden also 

vaulted down from the wall with a total lack of grace or finesse, crashing on top of the 

bike in an ungainly heap. 

 

Sam took advantage of the momentary diversion to race away, running being another 

part of the ruthless Matheson training regime.  He glanced back, afraid that one of 

them would make use of his bike, but the garden man had incapacitated it, for the 

moment at least.  Even in the short distance it took him to move beyond Boundary 

House, it was clear that he could outrun these two plodders all day and all night, and 

Sam had just begun to feel some relief and celebration when he turned to see a car 

emerging from the house and the two men getting in it. 

 

Sam ran faster than he ever had in his life. By now he was no more than a hundred 

yards from the outer suburbs of the town, and just as the car was mounting the kerb 

behind him, he dodged off into the houses. He knew this area, having a few friends 

dotted around here and there, if he could only bring himself to remember exactly 

where; he dodged in between alleys and back gardens, jumping fences and moving 

into trees where he could, still without daring to look behind him. Eventually, he 

found himself behind a hedge bordering a kids’ playground and squatted down where 

he could see in both directions to watch and listen. 

 

Only now did he realise the state he was in. He couldn’t call anyone because his 

mobile was stuck in a bag on the bike. Something had scraped his thigh and there was 

a thin line of blood. His heart was beating so quickly that it actually sounded like a 

hammer inside him; his breath was coming so fast that he nearly choked between one 

gasp and the next. Trickles of sweat were running freely in places mentionable and 

otherwise.   

 

Coach Matheson was in his head yet again. ‘Only one person can meaningfully take 

you to the edge of your endurance. You. If anyone else does, it’s oppression. If you 

do, it’s your effort and your achievement’. One of Buster’s occasional slow, sincere 

speeches without a single eff in it.  Rare, and all the more likely to be taken seriously 

because of it. Bike racing until sweat ran into his eyes and his legs felt about to seize 

into total paralysis was his own effort, his own triumph; having this done to him, like 

the girl being thrown around her room and God knows what else, was persecution, the 

action of evil, amoral creatures –  
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He froze. One of the dark men had come into the kids’ playground. A young mother, 

trying to supervise her little girl on a swing, was darting her eyes at the man 

nervously. For the first time, Sam felt like he might be going to cry. 

 

Then, as he was the edge of breaking, of kneeling down in front of the man and 

begging for mercy, a single, beautiful, gift-wrapped thought entered his head. It 

wasn’t just a few of the lads from the Club who lived round here. Buster Matheson 

lived round here too.  

 

He knew exactly where, of course he did, he’d been there often enough, when 

Jeannette did one of her spreads for the Club lads, out in the back garden if weather 

permitted.  In fact, he realised, metaphorically booting his own backside, that the 

Matheson back garden was no more than a hundred yards away. 

 

Jeannette Matheson was sitting on her patio, thinking about cooking or getting in a 

take away while Buster had his post-work shower upstairs, when a boy dropped over 

her back wall and into her garden.  For a moment, she was about to run back into the 

kitchen and scream for Buster, then she recognised the boy.  Long, lean Sam Forbes, 

‘aero-dynamic’, Buster had once called him, with those reflective brown eyes and 

quick, awkward smile which would flash on like a headlight and just so quickly 

disappear. 

 

He came, or rather staggered, towards her and she saw he’d been hurt. Someone with 

big heavy boots clumped past the back wall of the garden and he turned round in 

terror. 

 

‘Sam, darling, what in the hell is going on?’ she said, but he put his finger to his lips 

and moved indoors as fast as his bleeding leg would take him. 

 

Ten minutes later, he was sitting forward on the sofa in the Matheson living room, 

while Jeannette applied ointment to the leg and Buster stood in a dressing gown 

before him. He knew he was safe enough now – even if the chasing men had worked 

out which garden he’d disappeared into, breaking and entering would land them in the 

very trouble with the police which they were presumably chasing him to avoid – but 

he knew just as well that the grey-eyed girl remained in danger and her plight now 

aggravated him more than his own. 

 

Buster looked down on the kid, one of his most promising. Buster had recovered from 

being named after his father’s favourite racing dog – an action which said just about 

all that needed to be said about Buster’s old man – to live a varied and sometimes 

dangerous life which had included both police and military service before he’d landed 

with his present cushy, in his terms at least, job at the Sports Centre. The Cycling 

Club was half work and half his chance to put enough integrity and pride into the kids 

for them to resist the miracle drug men when they came calling, as they surely would.   

 

Buster had been training lads for a good while, and there was not much better than a 

proper training regime to get to know what each one was about.  Sam Forbes might 

still be a kid, obvious enough from the remaining skinniness and from being  
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frightened enough for his shoulders to be shaking, but Sam was already a tough, 

resilient young guy with his head screwed on, and much as Buster would doubt some 

lads, he knew this one’s story about a girl trapped in Boundary House wasn’t any 

kooky teenage fantasy. 

 

‘How many men, Sam?’ 

 

The eyes flicked up at him, judging, like they did, how serious Buster was being and 

finding himself convinced. 

 

‘I saw three. But there could be more’. 

 

‘And girls?’ 

 

‘I don’t know. But she lived, I mean, lived, in that one room, Buster, and there are 

plenty of other rooms in that place’.  

 

Now Jeannette was looking up at him as well, and she clearly believed every word of 

it.  

 

Buster took his phone out on to the patio. Chuck Robson, or no, it was Inspector 

Chuck Robson now, wasn’t it, he’d be the guy for this. There wasn’t much time. If 

they were traffickers, their failure to catch the boy would mean moving elsewhere, at 

least temporarily. 

 

 
 

Sam was in the back seat of the leading police car when it cracked through the gates 

and screamed its way up the Boundary House drive, followed by three others.  A big 

van was standing outside the house and two men who were carrying something 

towards it dropped their something rapidly. One delved into his inside pocket for 

something else and would have brought whatever it was out, had not Buster hit him 

first. Sam grinned, then his grin faded as other ashen faces appeared at windows at the 

side of the house which faced out over empty fields.  

 

Five girls and two boys were rescued from the house, and Sam saw even Buster’s 

eyes were glistening as, blinking, bewildered and still terrified, they silently piled into 

the police cars. Four men, their hands held high and a semi-circle of armed police  
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around them, watched sardonically, the littlest of them, the obvious boss, tutting to 

himself and shaking his head. 

 

The grey-eyed girl’s name was Iana, and she was from Moldova. She’d signed what 

she and her mother thought was a contract for domestic employment. The Moldovan 

men said they were to be meet up with representatives of the British company in 

Istanbul, and yes, they met up with some men, but the men then demanded every 

penny they had just to get them into Britain. When they got to Boundary House, they 

were told they hadn’t paid enough for their passage and they would have to work until 

they had. It became clear enough soon enough what kind of work they had in mind, as 

customer after customer arrived. 

 

After re-connecting with her family, Iana decided to go home. She and Sam went out 

for a burger together. ‘I have to start again, Sam’, she said, in her very precise 

English. ‘Try to imagine that the middle bit never happened’.  Just before she got in 

the car which was to take her to the airport, she touched Sam lightly on the shoulder 

and kissed his cheek.  

 

He continued to train hard and be effed at by the coach from time to time. In due 

course, with greater maturity and strength, he carried off a collection of trophies, but 

that kiss still seemed to shine the brightest. ‘Training’, he would say to himself, 

quietly, so that Buster didn’t hear, ‘isn’t just about bikes’.  

 


